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This manual provides critical safety instructions on the proper setup, 
operation, maintenance, and service of this machine/tool. Save this 
document, refer to it often, and use it to instruct other operators. 

Failure to read, understand and follow the instructions in this manual 
may result in fire or serious personal injury—including amputation, 
electrocution, or death.

The owner of this machine/tool is solely responsible for its safe use. 
This responsibility includes but is not limited to proper installation in 
a safe environment, personnel training and usage authorization, 
proper inspection and maintenance, manual availability and compre-
hension, application of safety devices, cutting/sanding/grinding tool 
integrity, and the usage of personal protective equipment.

The manufacturer will not be held liable for injury or property damage 
from negligence, improper training, machine modifications or misuse.

Some dust created by power sanding, sawing, grinding, drilling, and 
other construction activities contains chemicals known to the State 
of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive 
harm. Some examples of these chemicals are:

• Lead from lead-based paints.
• Crystalline silica from bricks, cement and other masonry products.
• Arsenic and chromium from chemically-treated lumber.

Your risk from these exposures varies, depending on how often you 
do this type of work. To reduce your exposure to these chemicals: 
Work in a well ventilated area, and work with approved safety equip-
ment, such as those dust masks that are specially designed to filter 
out microscopic particles.
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SECTION 1: SAFETY

For Your Own Safety Read Instruction Manual 
Before Operating This Equipment

The purpose of safety symbols is to attract your attention to possible hazard-
ous conditions. This manual uses a series of symbols and signal words which 
are intended to convey the level of importance of the safety messages. The 
progression of symbols is described below. Remember that safety messages by 
themselves do not eliminate danger and are not a substitute for proper accident 
prevention measures.

Indicates an imminent hazardous situation which, if 
not avoided, WILL result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if 
not avoided, COULD result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if 
not avoided, MAY result in minor or moderate injury. 
It may also be used to alert against unsafe practices.

This symbol is used to alert the user to useful infor-
mation about proper operation of the equipment.NOTICE

Safety Instructions for Power Tools
OWNER’S MANUAL. Read and under-
stand this owner’s manual BEFORE using 
machine. 

TRAINED OPERATORS ONLY. Untrained 
operators have a higher risk of being hurt 
or killed. Only allow trained/supervised 
people to use this power tool. When tool 
is not being used, disconnect power, and 
store in out-of-reach location to prevent 
unauthorized use—especially around 
children. Make workshop kid proof!

DANGEROUS ENVIRONMENTS. Do not 
use tools in areas that are wet, cluttered, 
or have poor lighting. Operating tools in 
these areas greatly increases risk of acci-
dents and injury.

MENTAL ALERTNESS REQUIRED. Full 
mental alertness is required for safe oper-
ation of power tools. Never operate under 
the influence of drugs or alcohol, when 
tired, or when distracted.

DISCONNECT POWER FIRST. Always 
disconnect tool from power supply 
BEFORE making adjustments, chang-
ing tooling, or servicing machine. This 
prevents an injury risk from unintended 
startup or contact with live electrical com-
ponents.

EYE PROTECTION. Always wear ANSI-
approved safety glasses or a face shield 
when operating or observing machinery to 
reduce the risk of eye injury or blindness 
from flying particles. Everyday eyeglasses 
are not approved safety glasses.
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ELECTRICAL SAFETY. Tool plug must 
match outlet. Double-insulated tools have 
a polarized plug (one blade is wider than 
the other), which must be plugged into a 
polarized outlet. Never modify plug. Do 
not use adapter for grounded tools. Use 
a ground fault circuit interrupter if opera-
tion is unavoidable in damp locations. 
Avoid touching grounded surfaces when 
operating tool.

WEARING PROPER APPAREL. Do not 
wear clothing, apparel or jewelry that 
can become entangled in moving parts. 
Always tie back or cover long hair. Wear 
non-slip footwear to avoid accidental 
slips, which could cause loss of workpiece 
control. Wear hard hat as needed.

HAZARDOUS DUST. Dust created while 
using tools may cause cancer, birth 
defects, or long-term respiratory damage. 
Be aware of dust hazards associated with 
each workpiece material, always wear 
a NIOSH-approved respirator, and con-
nect tool to an appropriate dust collection 
device to reduce your risk.

HEARING PROTECTION. Always wear 
hearing protection when operating or 
observing loud machinery. Extended 
exposure to this noise without hearing 
protection can cause permanent hearing 
loss.

REMOVE ADJUSTING TOOLS. Never 
leave adjustment tools, chuck keys, 
wrenches, etc. in or on tool—especially 
near moving parts. Verify removal before 
starting!

INTENDED USAGE. Only use tool for its 
intended purpose. Never modify or alter 
tool for a purpose not intended by the 
manufacturer or serious injury or death 
may result!

AWKWARD POSITIONS. Keep proper 
footing and balance at all times when 
operating tool. Do not overreach! Avoid 
awkward hand positions that make tool 
control difficult or increase the risk of 
accidental injury. 

SAFE HANDLING. Firmly grip tool. To 
avoid accidental firing, do not keep finger 
on switch or trigger while carrying. 

FORCING TOOLS.. Use right tool for job, 
and do not force it. It will do job safer and 
better at rate for which it was designed.

SECURING WORKPIECE. When 
required, use clamps or vises to secure 
workpiece. This protects hands and frees 
both of them to operate tool.

GUARDS & COVERS. Guards and cov-
ers reduce accidental contact with mov-
ing parts or flying debris. Ensure they 
are properly installed, undamaged, and 
working correctly.

CHILDREN & BYSTANDERS. Keep chil-
dren and bystanders at a safe distance 
from the work area. Stop using tool if they 
become a distraction.

USE RECOMMENDED ACCESSORIES. 
Consult this manual or manufacturer 
for recommended accessories. Using 
improper accessories will increase risk of 
serious injury.

MAINTAIN WITH CARE. Keep cutting 
tool edges sharp and clean. Follow all 
maintenance instructions and lubrication 
schedules to keep tool in good work-
ing condition. A tool that is improperly 
maintained could malfunction, leading to 
serious personal injury or death. Only 
have tool serviced by qualified service-
personnel using matching replacement 
parts.

CHECK DAMAGED PARTS. Regularly 
inspect tool for any condition that may 
affect safe operation. Immediately repair 
or replace damaged or mis-adjusted parts 
before operating tool.

MAINTAIN POWER CORDS. When dis-
connecting cord-connected tools from 
power, grab and pull the plug—NOT the 
cord. Carrying or pulling the cord may 
damage wires inside. Do not handle cord/
plug with wet hands. Avoid cord damage 
by keeping it away from heated surfaces, 
high traffic areas, harsh chemicals, sharp 
edges, moving parts, and wet/damp loca-
tions. Damaged  cords increase risk of 
electrocution.

UNATTENDED OPERATION. Never 
leave tool running while unattended. Turn 
tool OFF and ensure all moving parts 
completely stop before walking away.

EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTIES. If at 
any time you experience difficulties per-
forming the intended operation, stop 
using the machine! Contact our Technical 
Support at (570) 546-9663.
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Additional Safety for Magnetic Drills

Serious injury or death can occur from getting clothing, jewelry, or long hair 
entangled in rotating spindle or bit. Contact with rotating bit can result in 
severe cuts or amputation of fingers. Flying metal chips, broken bits, unsecured 
workpieces, chuck keys, or other adjustment tools thrown from rotating spindle 
can strike nearby operator or bystanders with deadly force or cause eye injuries/
blindness. To reduce the risk of these hazards, operator and bystanders MUST 
completely heed hazards and warnings below.

AVOIDING ENTANGLEMENT. DO NOT 
wear loose clothing, gloves, or jewelry. 
Tie back long hair. Always allow spindle 
to stop on its own. DO NOT stop spindle 
using your hand or any other object. 

EYE/FACE/HAND PROTECTION. 
Flying chips created by drilling can cause 
eye injuries or blindness. Always wear a 
face shield in addition to safety glasses. 
Always keep hands and fingers away 
from drill bit. Do not touch drilled core 
ejected automatically from annular cutter 
by pilot pin. Core will be hot.

REMOVING ADJUSTMENT TOOLS. 
Wrenches and tools left on machine can 
become deadly projectiles when spindle 
is started. Remove all loose items or tools 
used on spindle immediately after use. 

CORRECT SPINDLE SPEED. Using too 
fast of spindle speed or feed rate can 
cause bits to break and strike opera-
tor or bystanders. Follow recommended 
speeds and feeds for each size/type of 
bit and workpiece material.

INSPECTING BITS. Damaged bits may 
break apart during operation and hit 
operator or bystanders. Always inspect 
bits for sharpness, chips, or cracks 
before each use. Replace dull, chipped, 
cracked bits immediately.

VERTICAL SURFACES. When working on 
vertical surfaces, coolant bottle must not be 
used. Liquid coolant could create electrical 
hazards. Instead, use cutting paste.

DRILLING PREPARATION. To avoid loss 
of  drilling control or bit breakage, only drill 
into workpiece surface approximately per-
pendicular to bit. Never start spindle with 
bit pressed against  workpiece.

WORKPIECE CONTROL. NEVER hold 
workpiece by hand during operation. 
NEVER start machine with bit touching 
workpiece; allow spindle to gain full speed 
before drilling.

SECURING BIT. Firmly secure bit in tool 
holder so it cannot fly out of spindle during 
operation. Never use annular cutters with-
out pilot pin, except when drilling incom-
plete through holes.

ATTACHING MAGNET. Magnet is 
designed to attach to ferrous stock at least 
3⁄8" thick. Magnet will not adhere to non-
magnetic grades of stainless steel or non-
ferrous metals. Keep magnet base clean 
and free of dirt, debris, and metal chips.

USING SAFETY STRAP. Use safety strap 
in all operating positions—especially verti-
cal and overhead applications. The strap 
must be tight and fastened through drill 
carrying handle.

RISK OF FIRE/EXPLOSIONS. Do not drill 
in explosive environments, in workpieces 
containing magnesium, or in surfaces with 
wires or pipes behind them. This tool cre-
ates sparks that may ignite flammable 
materials or gasses.

No list of safety guidelines can be complete. Every shop environment is different. 
Always consider safety first, as it applies to your individual working conditions. 
Use this and other machinery with caution and respect. Failure to do so could 
result in serious personal injury, damage to equipment or poor work results.
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SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION

Contact Info

We stand behind our machines! If you have 
questions or need help, contact us with the 
information below. Before contacting, make 
sure you get the serial number and manu-
facture date from the machine ID label. This 
will help us help you faster.

Grizzly Technical Support
1815 W. Battlefield

Springfield, MO  65807
Phone: (570) 546-9663

Email: techsupport@grizzly.com

We want your feedback on this manual. 
What did you like about it? Where could it 
be improved? Please take a few minutes to 
give us feedback.

Grizzly Documentation Manager
P.O. Box 2069

Bellingham, WA  98227-2069
Email: manuals@grizzly.com

We are proud to offer this manual with your 
new Magnetic Drill! We've made every 
effort to be exact with the instructions, 
specifications, drawings, and photographs 
of the drill we used when writing this man-
ual. However, sometimes we still make an 
occasional mistake.

Also, owing to our policy of continuous 
improvement, your magnetic drill may not 
exactly match the manual. If you find this 
to be the case, and the difference between 
the manual and the drill leaves you in 
doubt, check our website for the latest 
manual update or call technical support 
for help.

For your convenience, we post all avail-
able manuals and manual updates for free 
on our website at www.grizzly.com. Any 
updates to your model of machine will be 
reflected in these documents as soon as 
they are complete.

Foreword
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Page 1 of 2 Model T30943

MODEL T30943
1-3/8" MAGNETIC DRILL

Customer Service #: (570) 546-9663 · To Order Call: (800) 523-4777 · Fax #: (800) 438-5901

Product Dimensions:

Weight  ............................................................................................................................................................................. 25 lbs.
Width (side-to-side) x Depth (front-to-back) x Height  .........................................................................................7 x 10 x 20 in.
Footprint (Length/Width) ................................................................................................................................... 6-1/2 x 3-1/2 in.

Shipping Dimensions:

Type ................................................................................................................................................................... Cardboard Box
Content .......................................................................................................................................................................... Machine
Weight .............................................................................................................................................................................. 33 lbs.
Length x Width x Height .......................................................................................................................................21 x 7 x 17 in.
Must Ship Upright .................................................................................................................................................................Yes

Electrical:

Power Requirement ........................................................................................................................ 110V, Single-Phase, 60 Hz
Full-Load Current Rating ................................................................................................................................................... 11.7A
Minimum Circuit Size ........................................................................................................................................................... 15A 
Connection Type ..................................................................................................................................................... Cord & Plug
Power Cord Included ............................................................................................................................................................Yes
Power Cord Length ...............................................................................................................................................................7 ft.
Power Cord Gauge ....................................................................................................................................................... 14 AWG
Plug Included ........................................................................................................................................................................Yes
Included Plug Type ..............................................................................................................................................................5-15 
Switch Type ............................................................................................................................................. ON/OFF Push Button

Motor:

Main

Horsepower ..........................................................................................................................................................1.75 HP
Phase .......................................................................................................................................................... Single-Phase
Amps ....................................................................................................................................................................... 11.7A
Speed ............................................................................................................................................................23,800 RPM
Type ....................................................................................................................................................................Universal 
Power Transfer ........................................................................................................................................................ Direct
Bearings ................................................................................................................... Shielded & Permanently Lubricated

Model T30943Page 2 of 2 

Main Specifications:

Operation Information

Spindle Bore .............................................................................................................................................. 19mm (3/4 in.)
Spindle Stroke ............................................................................................................................................................6 in.
Max. Distance From Spindle to Table ........................................................................................................................7 in.
Spindle Speed Range .............................................................................................................................. 100 - 830 RPM
Cutter Shank Diameter ...............................................................................................................................3/4 in. Weldon
Max. Carbide Annular Cutter Diameter ...................................................................................................................35mm
Max. HSS Annular Cutter Diameter ........................................................................................................................35mm
Max. Twist Drill Diameter ........................................................................................................................................10mm
Magnetic Holding Force ..................................................................................................................................... 3300 lbs.
Magnetic Base Dimensions ..................................................................................................................... 6-1/2 x 3-1/4 in.
Minimum Workpiece Thickness ...............................................................................................................................3/8 in.
Coolant Tank Capacity ............................................................................................................................................18 oz.

Construction

Frame ................................................................................................................................................................. Cast Iron
Magnetic Base ...........................................................................................................................................................Steel
Paint Type/Finish ......................................................................................................................................Powder Coated

Other Specifications:

Country of Origin ............................................................................................................................................................... China
Warranty ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1 Year
Approximate Assembly & Setup Time ............................................................................................................................15 Min.
Serial Number Location ................................................................................................................................................ ID Label
Sound Rating .................................................................................................................................................................... 93 dB 
ISO 9001 Factory ..................................................................................................................................................................Yes

Features:

Built-In Level
Heavy-Duty Storage Case
Gravity-Fed Coolant System
Variable-Speed Spindle Range of 100 - 830 RPM

Accessories:

1/16" - 1/2" Drill Chuck
Weldon 3/4" to 1/2"-20 Adapter for Drill Chuck
Replacement Fuses
Nylon Strap 5'
Hex Wrenches 4, 5, 6, 8mm
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Page 1 of 2 Model T30944

MODEL T30944
2" MAGNETIC DRILL

Customer Service #: (570) 546-9663 · To Order Call: (800) 523-4777 · Fax #: (800) 438-5901

Product Dimensions:

Weight  ............................................................................................................................................................................. 26 lbs.
Width (side-to-side) x Depth (front-to-back) x Height  .........................................................................................7 x 10 x 22 in.
Footprint (Length/Width) ................................................................................................................................... 6-1/2 x 3-1/2 in.

Shipping Dimensions:

Type ................................................................................................................................................................... Cardboard Box
Content .......................................................................................................................................................................... Machine
Weight .............................................................................................................................................................................. 34 lbs.
Length x Width x Height .......................................................................................................................................21 x 7 x 17 in.
Must Ship Upright .................................................................................................................................................................Yes

Electrical:

Power Requirement ........................................................................................................................ 110V, Single-Phase, 60 Hz
Full-Load Current Rating ................................................................................................................................................... 13.4A
Minimum Circuit Size ........................................................................................................................................................... 15A 
Connection Type ..................................................................................................................................................... Cord & Plug
Power Cord Included ............................................................................................................................................................Yes
Power Cord Length ...............................................................................................................................................................7 ft.
Power Cord Gauge ....................................................................................................................................................... 14 AWG
Plug Included ........................................................................................................................................................................Yes
Included Plug Type ..............................................................................................................................................................5-15 
Switch Type ............................................................................................................................................. ON/OFF Push Button

Motor:

Main

Horsepower ...............................................................................................................................................................2 HP
Phase .......................................................................................................................................................... Single-Phase
Amps ....................................................................................................................................................................... 13.4A
Speed ............................................................................................................................................................25,900 RPM
Type ....................................................................................................................................................................Universal 
Power Transfer ........................................................................................................................................................ Direct
Bearings ................................................................................................................... Shielded & Permanently Lubricated

Model T30944Page 2 of 2 

Main Specifications:

Operation Information

Spindle Bore .............................................................................................................................................. 19mm (3/4 in.)
Spindle Stroke ....................................................................................................................................................6-3/16 in.
Max. Distance From Spindle to Table ........................................................................................................................7 in.
Spindle Speed Range .............................................................................................................................. 100 - 810 RPM
Cutter Shank Diameter ...............................................................................................................................3/4 in. Weldon
Max. Carbide Annular Cutter Diameter ...................................................................................................................50mm
Max. HSS Annular Cutter Diameter ........................................................................................................................50mm
Max. Twist Drill Diameter ........................................................................................................................................12mm
Magnetic Holding Force ..................................................................................................................................... 3500 lbs.
Magnetic Base Dimensions ..................................................................................................................... 6-1/2 x 3-1/4 in.
Minimum Workpiece Thickness ...............................................................................................................................3/8 in.
Coolant Tank Capacity ............................................................................................................................................18 oz.

Construction

Frame ................................................................................................................................................................. Cast Iron
Magnetic Base ...........................................................................................................................................................Steel
Paint Type/Finish ......................................................................................................................................Powder Coated

Other Specifications:

Country of Origin ............................................................................................................................................................... China
Warranty ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1 Year
Approximate Assembly & Setup Time ............................................................................................................................15 Min.
Serial Number Location ................................................................................................................................................ ID Label
Sound Rating .................................................................................................................................................................... 93 dB 
ISO 9001 Factory ..................................................................................................................................................................Yes

Features:

Heavy-Duty Storage Case
Gravity-Fed Coolant System
Variable-Speed Spindle Range of 100 - 810 RPM

Accessories:

1/16" - 1/2" Drill Chuck
Weldon 3/4" to 1/2"-20 Adapter for Drill Chuck
Replacement Fuses
Nylon Strap 5'
Hex Wrenches 4, 5, 6, 8mm
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Identification

Become familiar with the names and locations of the controls and features shown below to 
better understand the instructions in this manual.

Magnet 
ON/OFF Switch

Motor 
ON/OFF Switch

Fuse
Holder

Spindle
Speed Dial

Spindle
Elevation Levers

Coolant
Valve

Coolant
Bottle

Level 
(T30943 Only)

Motor
Brush Cap

Motor

Magnetic Base

Spindle/Tool
Holder

T30943 shown

To reduce your risk of 
serious injury, read this 
entire manual BEFORE 
using machine.
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Controls & 
Components

Refer to Figures 1–3 and the following 
descriptions to become familiar with the 
basic controls of this tool.

D. Coolant Valve: Stops/starts flow of 
coolant to spindle housing.

E. Spindle/Tool Holder: Accepts bits 
with 3⁄4" Weldon shanks.

F. Magnetic Base: When turned ON, 
secures tool to ferrous metal surfaces 
at least 3⁄8" thick.

A. Spindle Speed Dial: Adjusts spindle 
speed. Rotate clockwise to increase 
spindle speed, and counterclockwise to 
reduce spindle speed.

B. Motor ON/OFF Switch: Press green 
ON button (–) to turn motor ON. Press 
red OFF (O) button to turn motor OFF.

C. Magnet ON/OFF Switch: Toggle to (–) 
to turn magnet ON. Toggle to (O) to 
turn magnet OFF.

Figure 1. Control panel.

A B

C

G. Spindle Elevation Levers: Moves 
spindle vertically along guides.

Figure 3. Location of elevation levers.

G

Figure 2. Operations components.

D

E

F

To reduce your risk of 
serious injury, read this 
entire manual BEFORE 
using machine.
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SECTION 3: POWER SUPPLY

Availability
Before installing the machine, consider the 
availability and proximity of the required 
power supply circuit. If an existing circuit 
does not meet the requirements for this 
machine, a new circuit must be installed. 
To minimize the risk of electrocution, fire, 
or equipment damage, installation work 
and electrical wiring must be done by an 
electrician or qualified service personnel 
in accordance with all applicable codes 
and standards.

The full-load current rating is the amper-
age a machine draws at 100% of the rated 
output power. On machines with multiple 
motors, this is the amperage drawn by 
the largest motor or sum of all motors and 
electrical devices that might operate at 
one time during normal operations.

Full-Load Current Rating (T30943) ... 11.7A

Full-Load Current Rating (T30944) ... 13.4A

The full-load current is not the maximum 
amount of amps that the machine will draw. 
If the machine is overloaded, it will draw 
additional amps beyond the full-load rating. 
If the machine is overloaded for a sufficient 
length of time, damage, overheating, or fire 
may result—especially if connected to an 
undersized circuit. To reduce the risk of these 
hazards, avoid overloading the machine dur-
ing operation and make sure it is connected 
to a power supply circuit that meets the 
requirements in the following section.

Full-Load Current Rating

Note: The circuit requirements listed in 
this manual apply to a dedicated circuit—
where only one machine will be running at 
a time. If this machine will be connected to 
a shared circuit where multiple machines 
will be running at the same time, consult 
a qualified electrician to ensure that the 
circuit is properly sized for safe operation.

This machine is prewired to operate on a 
power supply circuit that has a verified ground 
and meets the following requirements:

110V Circuit Requirements

Voltage ......................... 110V, 115V, 120V
Cycle ................................................ 60 Hz
Phase .................................. Single-Phase
Power Supply Circuit ................15 Amps

A power supply circuit includes all electri-
cal equipment between the breaker box 
or fuse panel in the building and the 
machine. The power supply circuit used 
for this machine must be sized to safely 
handle the full-load current drawn from the 
machine for an extended period of time. 
(If this machine is connected to a circuit 
protected by fuses, use a time delay fuse 
marked D.)

For your own safety and protection 
of property, consult an electrician if 
you are unsure about wiring prac-
tices or electrical codes in your area.

Serious injury could occur if you 
connect machine to power before 
completing setup process. DO NOT 
connect to power until instructed 
later in this manual.

Electrocution, shock, fire 
or damage to equipment 
may occur if machine is 
not properly grounded 
and connected to power 
supply.
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This machine MUST be grounded. In the 
event of certain malfunctions or break-
downs, grounding reduces the risk of 
electric shock by providing a path of least 
resistance for electric current.

This machine is equipped with a power 
cord that has an equipment-grounding 
wire and a grounding plug. Only insert plug 
into a matching receptacle (outlet) that is 
properly installed and grounded in accor-
dance with all local codes and ordinances. 
DO NOT modify the provided plug!

Grounding Pin

Neutral Hot

5-15 PLUG

GROUNDED
5-15 RECEPTACLE

Improper connection of the equipment-
grounding wire can result in a risk of 
electric shock. The wire with green insu-
lation (with or without yellow stripes) is 
the equipment-grounding wire. If repair or 
replacement of the power cord or plug is 
necessary, do not connect the equipment-
grounding wire to a live (current carrying) 
terminal.

Check with a qualified electrician or ser-
vice personnel if you do not understand 
these grounding requirements, or if you 
are in doubt about whether the tool is 
properly grounded. If you ever notice that 
a cord or plug is damaged or worn, dis-
connect it from power, and immediately 
replace it with a new one.

Grounding & Plug Requirements

Figure 4. Typical 5-15 plug and 
receptacle.

Extension Cords

Minimum Gauge Size ................. 12 AWG
Maximum Length ............................. 50 ft.

We do not recommend using an extension 
cord with this machine. If you must use an 
extension cord, only use it if absolutely 
necessary and only on a temporary basis.

Extension cords cause voltage drop, which 
can damage electrical components and 
shorten motor life. Voltage drop increases 
as the extension cord size gets longer and 
the gauge size gets smaller (higher gauge 
numbers indicate smaller sizes).

Any extension cord used with this machine 
must be in good condition and contain a 
ground wire and matching plug/receptacle. 
Additionally, it must meet the following size 
requirements:

SHOCK HAZARD!
Two-prong outlets do not meet the grounding 
requirements for this machine. Do not modify 
or use an adapter on the plug provided—if 
it will not fit the outlet, have a qualified 
electrician install the proper outlet with a 
verified ground.
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SECTION 4: SETUP

This tool presents serious injury 
hazards to untrained users. Read 
through this entire manual to 
become familiar with the controls 
and operations before starting the 
tool!

Unpacking

This tool was carefully packaged for safe 
transport. When unpacking, separate all 
enclosed items from packaging materials 
and inspect them for shipping damage. 
If items are damaged, please call us 
immediately at (570) 546-9663. 

IMPORTANT: Save all packaging materi-
als until you are completely satisfied with 
the tool and have resolved any issues 
between Grizzly or the shipping agent. You 
MUST have the original packaging to file a 
freight claim. It is also extremely helpful if 
you need to return the tool later.

Needed for Setup

The following items are needed, but not 
included, for setup/assembly of this tool.

Open-End Wrench 12mm .........................1

Description              Qty.

Like all machinery there is poten-
tial danger when operating this 
machine. Accidents are frequent-
ly caused by lack of familiarity or 
failure to pay attention. Use this 
machine with respect and caution 
to decrease the risk of operator 
injury. If normal safety precautions 
are overlooked or ignored, serious 
personal injury may occur.
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The following is a list of items shipped 
with your tool. Before beginning setup, lay 
these items out and inventory them.

If any non-proprietary parts are missing 
(e.g. a nut or a washer), we will gladly 
replace them; or for the sake of expediency, 
replacements can be obtained at your 
local hardware store.

Inventory

Box 1 (Figure 5) Qty 
A. Storage Case .....................................1
B. Magnetic Drill .....................................1
C. Weldon 3⁄4" to 1⁄2"-20 Adapter .............1
D. Drill Chuck 1⁄16"–1⁄2" w/Key ..................1
E. Levers ................................................3
F. Coolant Bottle Assembly ....................1 
G. Nylon Strap 5' ....................................1
H. Hex Wrenches 4, 5, 6, 8mm ....... 1 Ea.
I. Replacement Fuses (not shown) .......2

If you cannot find an item on this 
list, carefully check around/inside 
the tool and packaging materials. 
Often, these items get lost in pack-
aging materials while unpacking or 
they are pre-installed at the factory.

D
C

B

F

H

E

A

G

Figure 5. Inventory.
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Assembly

1. Mount coolant bottle as shown in 
Figure 6.

 Note: Make sure both pins beneath 
coolant bottle are firmly seated in tool 
frame so bottle is secure.  

2. Attach coolant hose to spindle hous-
ing with pre-installed 90˚ elbow (see 
Figure 6).

To assemble tool:

Test Run

3. Install (3) elevation levers on hub (see 
Figure 7).

Figure 7. Levers installed on hub.

Hub

Lever
(1 of 3)

DO NOT start tool until all preced-
ing setup instructions have been 
performed. Operating an improperly 
set up tool may result in malfunc-
tion or unexpected results that can 
lead to serious injury, death, or tool/
property damage.

Serious injury or death can result 
from using tool BEFORE under-
standing its controls and related 
safety information. DO NOT oper-
ate, or allow others to operate, tool 
until  information is understood.

Once assembly is complete, test run the 
tool to ensure it is properly connected to 
power and safety components are working 
properly.

If you find an unusual problem during the 
test run, immediately stop the tool, discon-
nect it from power, and fix the problem 
BEFORE operating the tool again. The 
Troubleshooting table in the SERVICE 
section of this manual can help.

The test run consists of verifying the fol-
lowing: 1) The motor powers up and runs 
correctly, and 2) the magnet works correctly.

Figure 6. Coolant bottle installed and 
coolant hose attached.

Coolant
Bottle

Spindle
Housing

Coolant
Hose

Elbow
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To test run tool:

1. Clear away all setup/adjustment tools.

2. Press red OFF button (O) (see Figure 
8), and turn spindle speed dial all the 
way counterclockwise.

5. Gently rock tool side to side to verify 
magnet is adhering to surface. Tool 
should not move.

6. With magnet ON/OFF switch still in ON 
position, press green ON button (–) 
(see Figure 8) to turn tool ON. 

 Note: Motor ON/OFF switch will not 
function unless magnet ON/OFF  
switch is already in ON position.

7. Verify motor operation by slowly 
turning spindle speed dial clockwise. 
Rotate dial back and forth to test 
variable-speed function. Motor should 
run smoothly and without unusual 
problems or noises.

8. Turn spindle speed dial all the way 
counterclockwise, then press OFF 
button on motor ON/OFF switch to 
turn tool OFF.

9. Toggle magnet ON/OFF switch to (O)
position to turn magnet OFF.

Congratulations. Test run is complete.

3. Connect tool to power supply.

4. Place tool on flat steel surface at 
least 3⁄8" thick. Toggle magnet ON/OFF 
switch (see Figure 8) to (–) position to 
turn magnet ON.

Figure 8. Location of control panel 
switches.

Spindle 
Speed Dial

Magnet 
ON/OFF Switch

Motor 
ON/OFF Switch
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SECTION 5: OPERATIONS

To reduce your risk of 
serious injury, read this 
entire manual BEFORE 
using machine.

If you are not experienced with this 
type of machine, WE STRONGLY 
RECOMMEND that you seek addi-
tional training outside of this man-
ual. Read books/magazines or get 
formal training before beginning any 
projects. Regardless of the content 
in this section, Grizzly Industrial 
will not be held liable for accidents 
caused by lack of training.

To reduce risk of eye injury from 
flying chips or lung damage from 
breathing dust, always wear safety 
glasses and a respirator when oper-
ating this machine.

Workpiece Inspection

Follow these rules when inspecting 
workpieces.

• Material Type: The magnet on this 
tool is designed to adhere to ferrous 
stock at least 3⁄8" thick. Do not use on 
workpieces less than 1⁄4" thick. Do not 
use tool on non-magnetic grades of 
stainless steel or other non-ferrous 
metals—the magnet will NOT hold.

• Condition of Material: Inspect 
surface of material to ensure it is free 
of paint, rust, scale, and any foreign 
objects. The presence of any of these 
conditions can reduce the holding 
strength of the magnet.

Operating 
Magnetic Drill

To operate magnetic drill:

1. Examine workpiece to make sure it is 
suitable for drilling.

2. Put on required safety glasses and 
respirator.

3. Install correct bit for operation.

4. Align bit directly over intended drilling 
point.

5. Install safety strap through drill handle 
and around workpiece.

6. Connect tool to power.

7. Turn magnet ON.

8. Turn tool ON.

9. Rotate spindle speed dial to intended 
RPM.

10. Turn coolant ON.

11. Perform drilling operation.

12. When finished, turn coolant OFF, turn 
tool OFF, turn magnet OFF, and dis-
connect tool from power.
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Installing Bits

The Model T30943/T30944 tool holder is 
designed to accept bits with 3⁄4" Weldon 
shanks.

Tools Needed Qty.
Hex Wrench 5mm ..................................... 1

To install bit:

1. DISCONNECT TOOL FROM POWER!

2. Raise motor by turning elevation levers 
clockwise.

3. Install bit in tool holder (see Figure 9), 
and ensure that flats on shank align 
with set screws in tool holder.

 Note: If installing annular bit, insert pilot 
pin in bit per manufacturer's instructions.

4. Tighten set screws in tool holder to 
secure bit.

Installing Drill Chuck

The Model T30943/T30944 comes with a 
1⁄16"–1⁄2" drill chuck and a Weldon 3⁄4" to 1⁄2"-
20 adapter. The Weldon adapter must be 
used to mount the drill chuck.

Figure 9. Annular bit installed in tool 
holder.

Tool
Holder

Bit

Set
Screw
(1 of 2)

To install drill chuck:

1. DISCONNECT TOOL FROM POWER!

2. Thread adapter into drill chuck (see 
Figure 10).

3. Raise motor by turning elevation levers 
clockwise to create room for drill chuck.

4. Install adapter in tool holder (see 
Figure 11), and tighten set screws to 
secure adapter in place.

Figure 10. Drill chuck and Weldon adapter.

Weldon AdapterDrill Chuck

Figure 11. Drill chuck and adapter 
installed in tool holder.

Adapter

Tool
Holder

Drill 
Chuck

Set
Screw
(1 of 2)
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Operating 
Coolant System

The Model T30943/T30944 uses a grav-
ity-fed coolant system that delivers fluid 
directly into the spindle housing. Using 
coolant will extend the life of the bits by 
lowering operating temperatures and will 
result in finer, cleaner cuts.

To operate coolant system:

1. Ensure coolant bottle is filled with fresh 
coolant (see Page 23).

2. Position tool on workpiece where drill-
ing operation will occur.

Do NOT use coolant system when 
drilling in vertical or overhead posi-
tions. Coolant could drip into the 
motor housing or control panel and 
damage the tool.

Attaching Safety Strap

During drilling operations the safety strap 
is used to secure the tool to the workpiece. 
This acts as a fail-safe in the event of 
a power outage or some other type of 
emergency that results in the magnet 
failing and the tool becoming disconnected 
from the workpiece.

To attach safety strap to drill:

1. Position tool on workpiece where drill-
ing operation will occur.

2. Turn magnet ON.

3. Position safety strap around workpiece 
and through tool handle (see Figure 
12), and cinch strap down tightly.

4. Once drilling operation is complete, 
remove safety strap, then turn magnet 
OFF and remove tool from workpiece.

Figure 12. Example of tool secured with 
safety strap.

Workpiece
Strap

Handle
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5. When operation is complete, retract bit 
from workpiece, rotate coolant valve 
to OFF position, press breather valve 
down, and turn tool OFF.

3. Lift breather valve (see Figure 13) at 
top of coolant bottle so coolant will flow 
smoothly.

4. When ready to begin drilling operation, 
rotate coolant valve to ON position (see 
Figure 13).

Figure 13. Location of coolant system 
components.

Breather
Valve

Coolant
Valve

The Model T30943/T30944 is equipped 
with a variable-speed dial for quickly and 
easily changing spindle speed. 

As a general rule of thumb, the chips pro-
duced during cutting operations should be 
a silver color. If the chips begin to turn a 
blue/brown color, the spindle speed is too 
high and should be reduced. 

Achieving the correct speed will require 
some trial and error, as the speed depends 
on the size of the bit and the type of 
workpiece material.

Changing 
Spindle Speed

Determining 
Feed Speed

When feeding the bit into the workpiece, 
apply only enough force to produce a 
curled chip. Too little force will result in 
small broken chips; too much force will 
cause overheating of the bit, which can be  
noticed when the bit and chips turn a blue/
brown color.

Keep feed pressure constant through-
out the operation to prevent chips and 
burrs from falling under the cutting edges. 
Cutting debris under the bit can make cut-
ting difficult or even impossible.

To change spindle speed:

1. Rotate spindle speed dial (see Figure 
14) to approximate desired spindle 
speed, then turn tool ON.

2. If necessary, adjust spindle speed dial 
with tool running to further fine-tune 
spindle speed.

Figure 14. Location of spindle speed dial.

Spindle
Speed Dial
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SECTION 6: ACCESSORIES

T31859—1⁄2" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31860—9⁄16" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31861—5⁄8" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31862—11⁄16" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31863—3⁄4" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31864—13⁄16" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31865—7⁄8" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31866—1" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31867—11⁄16" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31868—1 1⁄8" x 2" HSS Annular Cutter
T31869—1⁄2" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31870—9⁄16" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31871—5⁄8" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31872—11⁄16" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31873—3⁄4" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31874—13⁄16" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31875—7⁄8" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31876—15⁄16" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31877—1" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
T31878—1 1⁄8" x 1" HSS Annular Cutter
Dual alternating tooth geometry and 
thin-wall construction help Milwaukee's 
Annular Cutters cut up to 15% faster than 
the competition. The double bevel and 
flat teeth cut more aggressively and boost 
chip ejection. With 20% thinner walls, the 
cutter displaces less material for the same 
size hole, giving you fast, burr-free holes 
in anything from sheet metal to thick steel 
plate.

Figure 16. Variety of Milwaukee HSS 
annular cutters.

Refer to our website or latest cat-
alog for additional recommended 
accessories.

Installing unapproved accessories 
may cause tool to malfunction, 
resulting in serious personal inju-
ry or tool damage. To reduce this 
risk, only install accessories recom-
mended for this tool by Grizzly. 

T31855—1" Retractable Pilot Pins (2-Pk)
T31856—2" Retractable Pilot Pins (2-Pk)
Milwaukee Retractable Pilot Pins are 
designed for faster, easier alignment 
with the cutting surface. Increased length 
provides improved line of sight to the pin, 
and the spring-loaded design assists with 
plug ejection for increased productivity on 
the jobsite.

Figure 15. Retractable pilot pins.

order online at www.grizzly.com or call 1-800-523-4777
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SB1366—Cutting Oil
Provides maximum tool life and spectacular 
finishes. Use straight out of the bottle for 
high-pressure cutting like threading or 
broaching. Dilute with water for use in your 
flood coolant system. Protects the work 
and your machine tool against rust and 
corrosion. 12 oz.

Figure 17. SB1366 South Bend Cutting Oil.

Figure 18. T24919 Slugger Cutting Paste.

T24919—Cutting Paste
When you have a situation where traditional 
liquid coolants will not work, such as 
horizontal or inverted drilling, this cutting 
paste is the best solution. It liquifies during 
the cutting process and helps protect your 
bits and surfaces, as well as reducing heat 
during the drilling process. 10 oz. tube.

Basic Eye Protection
T20501—Face Shield Crown Protector 4"
T20502—Face Shield Crown Protector 7"
T20503—Face Shield Window
T20451—"Kirova" Clear Safety Glasses
T20452—"Kirova" Anti-Reflective Glasses
T20456—DAKURA Safety Glasses

Figure 20. Basic eye protection.

T20502

T20452

T20451T20456

T20503

Figure 19. T26419 Syn-O-Gen Synthetic 
Grease.

T26419—Syn-O-Gen Synthetic Grease
Formulated with 100% pure synthesized 
hydrocarbon basestocks that are com-
pounded with special thickeners and addi-
tives to make Syn-O-Gen non-melt, tacky, 
and water resistant. Extremely low pour 
point, extremely high temperature oxi-
dation, and thermal stability produce a 
grease that is unmatched in performance.

order online at www.grizzly.com or call 1-800-523-4777
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Figure 21. H9240 Rustlick Machining Oil.

H9240—Water Soluble Machining Oil
Rustlick water soluble machining oil con-
tains effective chlorinated E.P. additive to 
provide excellent tool life. Guaranteed to 
protect neoprene seals. Great for general 
purpose or heavy duty applications. Can 
be used on all metals except titanium.

Figure 22. T24918 Slugger Cutting Fluid.

T24918—Slugger Cutting Fluid, Quart
Help improve the life of your bits with this 
easy-to-use cutting fluid. Water based, this 
quart jug will make 10 quarts of cutting 
fluid to help protect your bits and reduce 
heat build-up during drilling.

order online at www.grizzly.com or call 1-800-523-4777
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SECTION 7: MAINTENANCE

For optimum performance from this tool, 
routinely check the condition of the following 
items and repair or replace as necessary.

• Loose bolts
• Damaged bits
• Worn or damaged wires
• Any other unsafe condition

!
Always DISCONNECT POWER 
before servicing, adjusting, or 
doing maintenance to reduce risk of 
accidental injury or electrocution.

machine oil on the faces of the left and 
right carriage guides (see Figure 23). 
Then move the carriage up and down 
with the elevation levers to spread the oil 
evenly.

Figure 23. Location of carriage guides.

Carriage
Guides

Remove the coolant bottle and raise the 
motor all the way up to expose the carriage 
rack (see Figure 24). Clean the teeth with 
mineral spirits, shop rags, and a brush.

Carriage Rack
Grease Type .......T26419 or NLGI#2 Equiv.
Grease Amount ...........................Thin Coat
Lubrication Frequency ........Every 90 Hours

Once clean, use a brush to apply a thin 
coat of grease to the teeth, then raise and 
lower the motor to distribute the grease 
evenly.

Figure 24. Location of carriage rack.

Carriage
Rack

Cleaning

Use a brush and a shop vacuum to remove 
metal chips and other debris from the tool, 
particularly from around the tool holder and 
motor vents. Never blow off the tool with 
compressed air, as this could force metal 
chips more deeply into the motor vents. 
Use a clean cloth to wipe away any coolant 
remaining after each operation.

Lubrication

Periodically lubricate the sliding carriage 
by placing a couple of drops of light
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Adding/Changing 
Coolant

A small amount of coolant will be lost dur-
ing normal operations. As the coolant runs 
low, it will have to be replaced. We recom-
mend changing the coolant every three 
months. However, be sure to follow the 
manufacturer's instructions when adding 
or changing the coolant.

Cutting oil/coolant is available from Grizzly 
(see Pages 20–21).

Items Needed Qty.
New Coolant ..............................As Needed
Shop Rags .................................As Needed

Adding Coolant

To add coolant:

1. DISCONNECT TOOL FROM POWER!

2. Place tool on flat, stable surface and 
ensure coolant valve is in OFF position 
(see Figure 25).

3. Remove lid from coolant bottle (see 
Figure 25), and re-fill bottle with new 
coolant.

Items Needed Qty.
New Coolant ......................................18 oz.
Shop Rags .................................As Needed
1 Gal. Bucket ............................................ 1

Changing Coolant

To change coolant:

1. DISCONNECT TOOL FROM POWER!

2. Place tool on flat, stable surface. 
Ensure coolant valve (see Figure 25) 
is in OFF position, and breather valve 
on bottle is pressed down.

3. Press down on blue quick-release disc 
(see Figure 25) on 90˚ elbow and 
remove coolant hose.

4. Position coolant hose over bucket, lift 
breather valve (see Figure 25) on 
bottle, and turn coolant valve to ON 
position to let coolant drain into bucket.

5. When bottle (see Figure 25) is empty, 
turn coolant valve to OFF position, 
press breather valve down, and press 
coolant hose firmly into 90˚ elbow.

6. Remove lid from coolant bottle, re-fill 
bottle with new coolant, and re-install 
lid.

4. Replace lid on coolant bottle. Ensure 
lid is secure and that breather valve is 
pressed down.

Figure 25. Coolant system components.

Lid

Coolant
Valve

Bottle

Breather

Hose

90˚ Elbow
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Troubleshooting

Symptom Possible Cause Solution

Tool does not start, 
or power-supply 
fuse/breaker trips 
after startup.

1. Tool fuse blown.
2. Power supply circuit 

breaker tripped or fuse 
blown. 

3. Incorrect power supply 
voltage or circuit size.

4. Wiring open/has high 
resistance.

5. Motor brushes at fault.
6. Motor ON/OFF switch at 

fault.
7. Magnet ON/OFF switch 

at fault.
8. Circuit board at fault.
9. Motor at fault.

1. Replace fuse (Page 26).
2. Reset circuit breaker or replace 

fuse.

3. Ensure correct power supply volt-
age and circuit size (Page 9).

4. Correct motor wiring connections 
(Page 29).

5. Replace brushes (Page 26).
6. Replace switch.

7. Replace switch.

8. Replace circuit board.
9. Test/repair/replace.

Tool stalls or is 
underpowered.

1. Tool undersized for 
task.

2. Improper workpiece 
material for tool.

3. Feed rate/cutting speed 
too fast.

4. Motor overheated.

5. Motor brushes at fault.

1. Use correct bit; reduce feed rate or 
cutting speed; use cutting fluid as 
necessary.

2. Use proper material type for tool 
(Page 15).

3. Reduce feed rate/cutting speed 
(Page 18).

4. Clean motor, let cool, and reduce 
workload.

5. Replace brushes (Page 26).

Tool has vibration 
or noisy operation.

1. Magnet not fully adhered 
to workpiece.

2. Tool holder or bit at 
fault.

3. Spindle bearing at fault.

4. Motor bearings at fault.

1. Clean workpiece thoroughly; use 
proper material type for tool (Page 
15).

2. Replace unbalanced tool holder; 
replace/resharpen bit; use correct 
feed rate.

3. Test by rotating spindle; rotational 
grinding/loose shaft requires bear-
ing replacement.

4. Test by rotating shaft; rotational 
grinding/loose shaft requires bear-
ing replacement.

SECTION 8: SERVICE

Motor & Electrical
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Review the troubleshooting and procedures in this section if a problem develops with your tool. 
If you need replacement parts or additional help with a procedure, call our Technical Support.

Symptom Possible Cause Solution

Magnetic base 
does not fully 
adhere to 
workpiece.

1. Workpiece/magnet base 
not clean.

2. Workpiece too thin.

3. Workpiece not magnetic.

1. Clean workpiece/magnet base 
(Page 15).

2. Ensure workpiece is at least 3⁄8" 
thick (Page 15).

3. Ensure workpiece is ferrous metal 
(Page 15).

Bit loose in spindle. 1. Bit incorrectly installed 
in spindle.

2. Debris on bit shank.

1. Remove and re-install bit (Page 
16). 

2. Clean bit.

Bit vibrates or chat-
ters during opera-
tion.

1. Bit incorrectly installed 
in spindle. 

2. Magnet not fully adhered 
to workpiece.

3. Feed rate/cutting speed 
too fast.

1. Remove and re-install bit (Page 
16). 

2. Clean workpiece thoroughly; use 
proper material type for tool (Page 
15).

3. Reduce feed rate/cutting speed 
(Page 18).

Motor is hard to 
raise.

1. Rack dirty or at fault.

2. Guides dirty or at fault.

3. Gib screws too tight.

1. Clean and lubricate rack (Page 
22).

2. Clean and lubricate carriage 
guides (Page 22).

3. Adjust gib (Page 27).

Bad finish on 
workpiece.

1. Feed rate/cutting speed 
too fast.

2. Dull or incorrect bit.

1. Reduce feed rate/cutting speed 
(Page 18).

2. Sharpen bit or choose one that bet-
ter suits the material.

Spindle overheats. 1. Feed rate/cutting speed 
too fast.

1. Reduce feed rate/cutting speed 
(Page 18).

Drilling Operations
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To replace motor brushes:

1.  DISCONNECT TOOL FROM POWER!

2. Remove brush caps (see Figure 26) 
and worn brushes from motor.

This tool is equipped with a universal 
motor that uses two carbon brushes to 
transmit electrical current inside the motor. 

These brushes are consid-
ered to be regular "wear items" or  
"consumables" that will need to be 
replaced during the life of the motor. The 
frequency of required replacement is relat-
ed to how much the motor is used and how 
hard it is pushed.

Replace both carbon brushes at the same 
time when the motor no longer reaches full 
power, or when the brushes measure less 
than 1⁄4" long (new brushes are 5⁄8" long).

Items Needed Qty.
Flat Head Screwdriver #2 ......................... 1
Carbon Brushes (PN T30943036) ........... 2

Replacing 
Motor Brushes

3. Replace both motor brushes and re-
install brush caps.

Figure 26. Location of motor brushes.

Cap 
(1 of 2)

Brush (1 of 2)

This tool features an onboard fuse 
designed to protect sensitive electrical 
parts in the event of electrical overload. If 
the fuse has blown, the motor will not start. 

To verify the condition of the fuse, remove 
it from the control panel and hold it up to 
the light. If the element is broken, the fuse 
is blown and must be replaced. The Model 
T30943/T30944 comes with two replace-
ment fuses. Additional fuses may be pur-
chased from Grizzly as needed.

Replacing Fuse

To replace fuse:

1.  DISCONNECT TOOL FROM POWER!

2. Remove fuse holder located on control 
panel (see Figure 27).

Items Needed Qty.
Phillips Head Screwdriver #2 .................... 1
Fuse (PN T30943144-1) ........................... 1

3.  Remove old fuse from holder and 
install new fuse.

4. Re-install fuse holder.

Figure 27. Location of fuse holder.

Fuse 
Holder
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Adjusting Gib

The goal of adjusting the gib screws is to 
remove sloppiness or "play" from the car-
riage without over-adjusting them to the 
point where the carriage becomes stiff and 
difficult to move.

In general, a loose gib causes poor fin-
ishes and tool chatter; however, an over-
tightened gib causes premature wear and 
makes it difficult to turn the elevation 
levers.

The guides on this tool use a long steel 
gib that is positioned between the sliding 
carriage and the frame. There are five gib 
screws (see Figure 28) located along the 
length of the gib, which move and hold the 
gib. Depending upon which direction the 
gib moves, the space between the car-
riage and frame increases or decreases.

The gib adjustment process usually 
requires some trial-and-error. Repeat the 
adjustment process as necessary until 
you find the best balance between loose 
and stiff movement. The ideal gib adjust-
ment is one where a small amount of drag 
or resistance is present, yet the levers are 
still easy to move.

The gib pressure is applied by five set 
screws. Hex nuts secure these set screws 
in place, so they will not loosen during 
operation.

Tools Needed Qty.
Open-End Wrench 8mm ........................... 1
Hex Wrench 2.5mm .................................. 1

3. Move carriage up and down with eleva-
tion levers. Repeat adjustments until 
gib pressure is satisfactory.

4. To secure position, hold set screws in 
place with wrench and tighten jam nuts.

To adjust gib:

1.  DISCONNECT TOOL FROM POWER!

2. Loosen jam nuts on five set screws 
shown in Figure 28, and adjust each 
set screw the same amount as follows:

— To tighten gib, rotate set screws  
clockwise.

— To loosen gib, rotate set screws  
counterclockwise.

Figure 28. Location of gib screws.
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SECTION 9: WIRING

The photos and diagrams 
included in this section are 
best viewed in color. You 
can view these pages in 
color at www.grizzly.com.

These pages are current at the time of printing. However, in the spirit of improvement, we may make chang-
es to the electrical systems of future machines. Compare the manufacture date of your machine to the one 
stated in this manual, and study this section carefully.

If there are differences between your machine and what is shown in this section, call Technical Support at 
(570) 546-9663 for assistance BEFORE making any changes to the wiring on your machine. An updated 
wiring diagram may be available. Note: Please gather the serial number and manufacture date of your 
machine before calling. This information can be found on the main machine label.

SHOCK HAZARD. Working on wiring that 
is connected to a power source is extreme-
ly dangerous. Touching electrified parts 
will result in personal injury including but 
not limited to severe burns, electrocution, 
or death. Disconnect the power from the 
machine before servicing electrical com-
ponents!

MODIFICATIONS. Modifying the wiring 
beyond what is shown in the diagram 
may lead to unpredictable results, includ-
ing serious injury or fire. This includes 
the installation of unapproved aftermarket 
parts.

WIRE CONNECTIONS. All connections 
must be tight to prevent wires from loos-
ening during machine operation. Double-
check all wires disconnected or connected 
during any wiring task to ensure tight con-
nections.

CIRCUIT REQUIREMENTS. You MUST 
follow the requirements at the beginning of 
this manual when connecting your machine 
to a power source.

WIRE /COMPONENT DAMAGE. 
Damaged wires or components increase 
the risk of serious personal injury, fire, or 
machine damage. If you notice that any 
wires or components are damaged while 
performing a wiring task, replace those 
wires or components.

MOTOR WIRING. The motor wiring shown 
in these diagrams is current at the time of 
printing but may not match your machine. If 
you find this to be the case, use the wiring 
diagram inside the motor junction box.

CAPACITORS/INVERTERS. Some capac-
itors and power inverters store an electrical 
charge for up to 10 minutes after being 
disconnected from the power source. To 
reduce the risk of being shocked, wait at 
least this long before working on capaci-
tors.

EXPERIENCING DIFFICULTIES. If you 
are experiencing difficulties understanding 
the information included in this section, 
contact our Technical Support at (570) 
546-9663.

Wiring Safety Instructions
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Wiring Diagram

Figure 29. Motor wiring.

Figure 30. Control panel wiring.
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SECTION 10: PARTS
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BUY PARTS ONLINE AT GRIZZLY.COM!
Scan QR code to visit our Parts Store.
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Parts breakdown provided for reference only. Not all parts shown are available for purchase.

T30943 Motor Parts List

BUY PARTS ONLINE AT GRIZZLY.COM!
Scan QR code to visit our Parts Store.

REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
1 PT30943001 INT RETAINING RING 19MM 23 PT30943023 ARMATURE GEAR 8T
2 PT30943002 SPACER 24 PT30943024 PRESSBOARD WASHER 25MM
3 PT30943003 SPACER (PLASTIC) 25 PT30943025 BALL BEARING 6000-DU
4 PT30943004 SPRING SEAT 26 PT30943026 ARMATURE
5 PT30943005 COMPRESSION SPRING 26A PT30943026A MOTOR ASSEMBLY
6 PT30943006 SPINDLE 27 PT30943027 BALL BEARING 608DI
7 PT30943007 SET SCREW M10-1.5 X 12 28 PT30943028 MOUNTING PLATE
8 PT30943008 TAP SCREW M5 X 55 29 PT30943029 TAP SCREW M4 X 65
9 PT30943009 SPACER 30 PT30943030 LOCK WASHER 4MM
10 PT30943010 SPINDLE HOUSING SEAL 31 PT30943031 GASKET
11 PT30943011 BALL BEARING 6904-2RS 32 PT30943032 STATOR
12 PT30943012 GEAR 47T 33 PT30943033 MOTOR COVER
13 PT30943013 EXT RETAINING RING 16MM 35 PT30943035 CARBON BRUSH COVER
14 PT30943014 GEAR COVER 36 PT30943036 CARBON BRUSH
15 PT30943015 INT RETAINING RING 42MM 37 PT30943037 SET SCREW M5-.8 X 5
16 PT30943016 BALL BEARING 6905-2RS 38 PT30943038 BRUSH HOLDER
17 PT30943017 GEAR BOX 39 PT30943039 MOTOR COVER CAP
18 PT30943018 SPACER 40 PT30943040 STRAIN RELIEF TYPE-3 M12 X 1.5
19 PT30943019 CAP SCREW M5-.8 X 20 41 PT30943041 TAP SCREW M5 X 25
20 PT30943020 BALL BEARING 608VV 43 PT30943043 MOTOR CORD 5W 16"
21 PT30943021 GEARED SHAFT 43-1 PT30943043-1 MOTOR CORD COVER
22 PT30943022 WOODRUFF KEY 3 X 9 44 PT30943044 LEVEL

T30944 Motor Parts List
REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
1 PT30944001 INT RETAINING RING 19MM 23 PT30944023 ARMATURE GEAR 5T
2 PT30944002 SPACER 24 PT30944024 PRESSBOARD WASHER 25MM
3 PT30944003 SPACER (PLASTIC) 25 PT30944025 BALL BEARING 6000-DU
4 PT30944004 SPRING SEAT 26 PT30944026 ARMATURE
5 PT30944005 COMPRESSION SPRING 26A PT30944026A MOTOR ASSEMBLY
6 PT30944006 SPINDLE 27 PT30944027 BALL BEARING 608DI
7 PT30944007 SET SCREW M10-1.5 X 12 28 PT30944028 MOUNTING PLATE
8 PT30944008 TAP SCREW M5 X 65 29 PT30944029 TAP SCREW M4 X 70
9 PT30944009 SPACER 30 PT30944030 LOCK WASHER 4MM
10 PT30944010 SPINDLE HOUSING SEAL 31 PT30944031 GASKET
11 PT30944011 BALL BEARING 6904-2RS 32 PT30944032 STATOR
12 PT30944012 GEAR 47T 33 PT30944033 MOTOR COVER
13 PT30944013 EXT RETAINING RING 16MM 35 PT30944035 CARBON BRUSH COVER
14 PT30944014 GEAR COVER 36 PT30944036 CARBON BRUSH
15 PT30944015 INT RETAINING RING 42MM 37 PT30944037 SET SCREW M5-.8 X 6
16 PT30944016 BALL BEARING 6905-2RS 38 PT30944038 BRUSH HOLDER
17 PT30944017 GEAR BOX 39 PT30944039 MOTOR COVER CAP
18 PT30944018 SPACER 40 PT30944040 STRAIN RELIEF TYPE-3 M12 X 1.5
19 PT30944019 CAP SCREW M5-.8 X 20 41 PT30944041 TAP SCREW M5 X 45
20 PT30944020 BALL BEARING 608VV 42 PT30944042 TAP SCREW M5 X 30
21 PT30944021 GEARED SHAFT 43 PT30944043 MOTOR CORD 5W
22 PT30944022 WOODRUFF KEY 3 X 9 43-1 PT30944043-1 MOTOR CORD COVER
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BUY PARTS ONLINE AT GRIZZLY.COM!
Scan QR code to visit our Parts Store.
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Stand Parts List
REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
101 PT30943101 COOLANT BOTTLE CAP 133 PT30943133 PHLP HD SCR M4-.7 X 8
102 PT30943102 COOLANT BOTTLE 134 PT30943134 POWER CORD 14G 3W 84" 5-15P
103 PT30943103 VALVE ASSEMBLY 135 PT30943135 STRAIN RELIEF M14-2 SPIRAL-FLEX
104 PT30943104 COOLANT HOSE 136 PT30943136 TAP SCREW M3 X 8
105 PT30943105 ELBOW FITTING 90 DEG 137 PT30943137 PLASTIC COVER
106 PT30943106 CAP SCREW M6-1 X 16 138 PT30943138 POTENTIOMETER HUNGYUN B503
107 PT30943107 SLIDING CARRIAGE 139 PT30943139 SWITCH PANEL
108 PT30943108 RACK 140 PT30943140 PHLP HD SCR M3-.5 X 6 SS
109 PT30943109 HEX NUT M5-.8 141 PT30943141 MOTOR ON/OFF SWITCH DKLD LDZ04-2B 14A
110 PT30943110 FLAT HD SCR M3-.5 X 6 BRASS 142 PT30943142 POTENTIOMETER DIAL
111 PT30943111 ROLL PIN 3 X 8 143 PT30943143 MAGNET ON/OFF SWITCH CQC KCD5 10A 250V
112 PT30943112 GUIDE, LEFT (BRASS) 144 PT30943144 FUSE HOLDER
113 PT30943113 FRAME 144-1 PT30943144-1 FUSE MF527 10A 250V
114 PT30943114 GIB 145 PT30943145 CIRCUIT BOARD CHENG XIANG CXXLB19-28
115 PT30943115 STRAIN RELIEF TYPE-3 M12 X 1.5 146 PT30943146 CIRCUIT BOARD SUPPORT
116 PT30943116 SET SCREW M5-.8 X 20 147 PT30943147 TAP SCREW M4 X 10
117 PT30943117 GUIDE, RIGHT (BRASS) 148 PT30943148 PHLP HD SCR M3-.5 X 8
118 PT30943118 E-CLIP 15MM 149 PT30943149 CAP SCREW M6-1 X 55
119 PT30943119 FLAT WASHER 17MM SS 150 PT30943150 MAGNET (T30943)
120 PT30943120 BALL BEARING 6903ZZ 150 PT30944150 MAGNET (T30944)
121 PT30943121 EXT RETAINING RING 18MM 151 PT30943151 CAP SCREW M6-1 X 20
122 PT30943122 GEAR 44T 152 PT30943152 REAR PANEL (T30943)
123 PT30943123 SLEEVE 152 PT30944152 REAR PANEL (T30944)
124 PT30943124 PINION SHAFT 153 PT30943153 PLASTIC STORAGE CASE (T30943)
125 PT30943125 MACHINE KEY 5 X 5 X 14 RE 153 PT30944153 PLASTIC STORAGE CASE (T30944)
126 PT30943126 HOLLOW HANDLE 30 X 122 154 PT30943154 NYLON STRAP 5'
127 PT30943127 SHOULDER BOLT M10-1.5 X 28, 10 X 82 155 PT30943155 DRILL CHUCK 1/16"–1/2" 1/2-20
128 PT30943128 HANDLE CAP 156 PT30943156 DRILL CHUCK KEY
130 PT30943130 GASKET 157 PT30943157 WELDON 3/4" TO 1/2" ADAPTER
131 PT30943131 EXT TOOTH WASHER 4MM 158 PT30943158 HEX WRENCH SET 4, 5, 6, 8MM
132 PT30943132 SPADE TERMINAL
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Safety labels help reduce the risk of serious injury caused by machine hazards. If any label comes 
off or becomes unreadable, the owner of this machine MUST replace it in the original location 
before resuming operations. For replacements, contact (800) 523-4777 or www.grizzly.com.

Labels & Cosmetics

To reduce the risk of serious injury when using this machine:
.gnitarepo erofeb launam s’renwo dnatsrednu dna daeR  .1

.noitcetorp gniraeh dna sessalg ytefas devorppa raew syawlA  .2
.teltuo dednuorg a otni droc rewop gulp ylnO  .3

.stib gnignahc ro ,gnicivres ,pu gnittes erofeb rewop tcennocsiD  .4
.eldnips htiw tnemelgnatne diovA  .5

 .gnitrats erofeb enihcam pu tes ylreporP  .6
.stib gnitator otni pils dluoc yeht erehw sdnah gninoitisop diovA  .7

.sloot ro sdnah htiw eldnips pots ro wols ot tpmetta reveN  .8

WARNING!

Motor: 2 HP, 110V, 1-Ph, 13.4A
Spindle Bore: 19mm (3/4")
Spindle Speeds: 100-810 RPM
Cutter Shank Dia.: 3/4" Weldon
Max. Annular Cutter Dia.: 50mm
Max. Twist Drill Dia.: 12mm
Chuck Adapter: 3/4" Weldon to 
1/2"-20
Coolant Tank Capacity: 18 oz.
Weight: 26 lbs. Mfd. for Grizzly in China

S/N

Date

T30944
2" Magnetic Drill

Specifications

Mfd. for Grizzly in China

S/N

Date

T30943
1-3/8" Magnetic Drill

Motor: 1.75 HP, 110V, 1-Ph, 11.7A
Spindle Bore: 19mm (3/4")
Spindle Speeds: 100-800 RPM
Cutter Shank Dia.: 3/4" Weldon
Max. Annular Cutter Dia.: 35mm
Max. Twist Drill Dia.: 10mm
Chuck Adapter: 3/4" Weldon to 
1/2"-20
Coolant Tank Capacity: 18 oz.
Weight: 25 lbs. 

Specifications

201

202

203

204

205

202

REF PART # DESCRIPTION REF PART # DESCRIPTION
201 PT30943201 MACHINE ID LABEL W/QR CODE (T30943) 203 PT30943203 GRIZZLY PRO LABEL
201 PT30944201 MACHINE ID LABEL W/QR CODE (T30944) 204 PT30943204 STORAGE CASE LABEL
202 PT30943202 ELECTRICITY LABEL 205 PT30943205 WARNING LABEL

BUY PARTS ONLINE AT GRIZZLY.COM!
Scan QR code to visit our Parts Store.





WARRANTY & RETURNS

Grizzly Industrial, Inc. warrants every product it sells for a period of 1 year to the original purchaser from 
the date of purchase. This warranty does not apply to defects due directly or indirectly to misuse, abuse, 
negligence, accidents, repairs or alterations or lack of maintenance. This is Grizzly’s sole written warranty 
and any and all warranties that may be implied by law, including any merchantability or fitness, for any par-
ticular purpose, are hereby limited to the duration of this written warranty. We do not warrant or represent 
that the merchandise complies with the provisions of any law or acts unless the manufacturer so warrants. 
In no event shall Grizzly’s liability under this warranty exceed the purchase price paid for the product and 
any legal actions brought against Grizzly shall be tried in the State of Washington, County of Whatcom.

We shall in no event be liable for death, injuries to persons or property or for incidental, contingent, special, 
or consequential damages arising from the use of our products.

The manufacturers reserve the right to change specifications at any time because they constantly strive to 
achieve better quality equipment. We make every effort to ensure that our products meet high quality and 
durability standards and we hope you never need to use this warranty.

In the event you need to use this warranty, contact us by mail or phone and give us all the details. We will 
then issue you a “Return Number,’’ which must be clearly posted on the outside as well as the inside of 
the carton. We will not accept any item back without this number. Proof of purchase must accompany the 
merchandise. 

Please feel free to write or call us if you have any questions about the machine or the manual. 

Thank you again for your business and continued support. We hope to serve you again soon.

To take advantage of this warranty, you must register it at https://www.grizzly.com/secureforms/
warranty-card, or you can scan the QR code below to be automatically directed to our warranty 
registration page. Enter all applicable information for the product.

WARRANTY
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